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CHAPTER I

IKTRODUCTION

My old mule,
He's got a grin on his face.
He's been a mule so long
He's forgot about his race.

PEI like that ole Na le
Black--and don't give a dam!
You get to take lac

like I am.
Langston Hughes

Should you stand at the edge of any black cozmunity
and J isten to the children at their games you would hear
their voices lifted in a sing-song chant, and see their hips
and arms and bodies swaying in rhythms unlike those of any
other American children. It is not one song, but a dozen,
with patterns of words unheard elsewhere, about cornbread,
stepping out to the dance, Saturday nights, and all the
delights not wholly denied them. Of this great mass of
dark-skinned children it has been said that they are "cul-
turally deprived." Yet here is a culture as spontaneous as
it is unrecognized.

Out of this culture or subculture came the "Black
Revolution." At this point it should be briefly noted why
this movement is called a revolution and furthermore labeled
a "Black Revolution." The word "black" is used to describe
the majorit:( of the advocates of the revolution. They are
black ren, women and children. Webster defines revolution
as a total or radical cha-nge. 1 A partial or complete dra-
matic break with the "status quo" night also be added. It
is in some measure true that the activities of the movement
leading to this point in the late 1960's were of an evolu-

Nalmax=asemre...........wworamtr......s.

1
See terms p. 4.
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tionary nature, but the movement today is a revolution in

every sense of the word.

It seems imperative that an educational program be

tablished of that black culture which has been so long neglect-

ed. Such a progrm must take into consideration the abiding

responsibilities and struc.sles of free people searching for

identity. The progr:2.m may be constructed in three problem

areas:

1. The development of a new self concept in the negro
psyche and growth of a revolutionary will to dignity.

2. Destruction of the social myth which defined roles
for the black man.

3. Developing new principles of leadership, thus aban-
doning the old concept of a select elite speaking
for the masses.

Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to formulate a foundation

for an adult education program in "Black Identity" for the

Congress of Equality (CORE) . That black people need a

new realization of their identity, one which thm must define,

is the basic assumption. Goals and teacher preparation and

1

behavior are proposed as possible guidelines for the educator

.. to use. Adult educators may play a significant role, real-

izing first that adult education is a discipline with vast

resources to draw from, and second that the goals and philos-

ophy behind the adult education movement in the United S bates

is an effective bridge between the black masses and the larger

American society.

There are very few programs in adult education that in-
,

elude pe goal of bringing the black man and white man into

greater awareness of their collective cultures and of the

black man's heritage. This seems paradoxical in view of the

fact that one of the goals of adult education is to provide
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conditions and opportunities to help the adult advance in the

maturation proccsa spiritually, culturally, physically, polit-

ically and vocationally. Perhaps this will explain in part

why some programs by adult educators in so-called "disadvan-

taged" areas get poor results. These programs work on the

symptoms of the black man's troubles rather than the causes

of the troubles.

If adult educators would follow in practice their awn

teachings and philosophy, they would be a tremendous asset to

the black comminity. Instead of trying to educate black men

and women to function in middle class positions and accept

middle class values, the efforts of adult educators should be

geared toward helping black citizens to develop to their full

potentials irrespective of class.

Adult educators have a momentous job and perhaps to

outside observers it seems jsApossible. Yet it must and can

be done. Too much is at stake to leave this job entirely in

the hands of voluntary associations and agencies working for

different aims. The adUli; educator must act as mediator, -0-

ways keeping his eyes ,on the larger society, yet keeping his

focus on the immediate raalities of "now." Adult educators

must become committed to a clearly defined program of social

reforms.

One method of achieving this aim is within the frame-

werk of another institution or organization devoted to the

enlightenment of black nen and women. CORE was considered

a desirable organization because recently its leaders have

begun to look more to the inner core of the black community

for direction, needs and purposes. CORE has as one of its

aims to assist black people in their quest for self identity.
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Term

As a help to the xeader, some words and phrases which

will be used consistentay throughout the study have been de-

fined below. They are:

Adult Education: The process through which adults have and
use opporLunities to learn systematically under the
guidance of an agency, teacher, or leader; experiences
in day-to-day living which cause adult behavioral
change; the study of the professional field of adult
education.

Adult Edubator: One who is engaged in supervising or guid-
ing the process of adult education.

Acculturated Class: Those black people who have internalized
the values and norms of the middle-class white society.

Black Identity and /or Image: The embodiment around the c on-
cept of "blackness" to be created by the black man..

Black Power: The massed political, economic, emtional and
physical strength of the black community exercised in
the interest of the total black community. It means
neither separtist nor racist.

Black Revolution: A dramatic break with the traditional ideas
of the earlier Civil Rights Movement and an inward turn
to the inner core of the black cammuni*y for direction,

Culture: That complex whole which includes all the habits ac-
quired byinan as a member of society.

Enlightened Citizenship: That kind of citizenship which en-
able:) one to function effectively in society.

Externally Adapted: That class of black people who have not
accepted the norms of the middle-class white society
but have only adapted themselves superfically.

Goal: A change of the learner's behavior to be achieved as
a result of participating in an educational program.

Intelligent Personality: A free and creative personality
which knows its capabilities and limitations,

Philosophy: An integrated viewpoint toward certain beliefs,
ideas, attitudes and practices for the development of
free, creative, and responsible persons in order to
advance the human maturation process.
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Procedure: A si.ep by step way of accomplishing a task.

Programmatic Foundation: The basic principles that indicate
the direction by which to plan an adult education pro-
gram.

Psychological Uplift: Elevation or raising to a more desirable
level the ,acntal concept which the black nan holds of
himselS.

Survival Education: That education 'which in our culture in-
cludes reading, writing, and learning a basic skill.

Basic Assumptions

It has been mentioned earlier that the black man is now

in the midst of a struggle, the quest for "black identity."

An identity that he must define. The adult educator may play

a unique role in the Black Revolution. He may act as a bridge

between the goals of the black coraraunity and the larger Ameri-

can society. Because of this function, the following investi-

gation is const]meted on the assumption that:

1. Adults can learn and that to some extent they may
experience meaningful change of behavior.

2. We need proper direction by which to guide our
energies.

3. Black men and women need a psychological up-lifting.

4. There is a need for increased awareness of the
black subculture in the United States.

5. Adults need.lifclong learning.

6. There is an intrinsic connection between the black
revolution, adult education and the larger American
society.

7. The principles of democracy can become a reality.



CHAPTER Ii
T1113 BLACK MAN IN MERICA

There were half a million slaves in the confines of

the United States when the Declaration of Independence de-

clared "that all men are created equal; that they are endowed

by their creator with certain unalienable rights; that among

these arc life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness." The

land that thus magniloquently heralded its advent into the

family of nations had supported the institution of human slav-

ery for one hundred and fifty-seven years and was destined to

cling to it eighty-seven years longer.'

The emancipation and the period of the reconstruction

following the civil war had bought dreams of equality and, for

a time, some actual power to the black man. By the turn of

the century, reaction set in and the dreams had been shattered

Which accelerated the deterioration of the black man. While

sociologists counted their bastards and their prostitutes,

almost alone, black people struggled with their problems of

ignorance, poverty, prejudice and nis-education.2

The Schools and Curriculum

The present state of the black man's education can

only be viewed by studying the forces effective in the devel-

opment of his education. The conditions today are determined

by what happened in the past.

The Freedmen's Bureau and other philanthropic agencies

devised a plan of teaching black men. When systematized, this

effort became a program for the orcanization of churches and

1Du Bois, W. B. Burghardt, The Nero, p. 183.

21b&d.



schools aLd the direction of them along what vas considered

the most productive line:;. The Bureau establi:;hed about

4,000 schools fraia the elemelltary grades through college,

charging no fees and often furnishing free textbooks. Nearly

a quarter of a million fox:Aer zaaves received varying degrees

of education through such efforts.3

Starting in this decade, yet espe4ally developing

from 1335 to 1895, began the industrial revolution of the

South. The revolution ran parallel to tne more practical

question of work for negroes. The industrial school, which

came to full recognition beginning with 1895, was the answer

to this problem. In this school, training was raised to a

dignity that brought it in direct contact with the South's

industrial development. 4

Educators slowly came to the conclusion that if the

negro was to learn, he must teach himself and that the most

effective help that could be given to him was the establish-

ment of schools to train negro teachers. At first these schools

were common and grainAlar schools, then some became high schools.

By 1900, soae thirty-four had one year or more of studies of

college grade. These schools proceeded on the basis that

every person needed a liberal education. But the negroes

trained in the advanced phases of literature, philosophy and

- politics were unable to function because of the social order

in which they had to work, i.e. these people were unable to

communicate with the masses Whom they were trained to serve. 5

Woodson points out that part of the problem also lay

with the mlosionaries and other people who went South after

the Civil War with the purpose of enlightening the negro.

These workers, did not really understand the task before them.

3rfoodson,
p. 10-15.

4Ibid.

5Ibid.

.rwOo.m..0o./.01011RM

Carter Godwin, The Yis-Education of the Negro,
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Their procram was direcid =re toward social uplift than edu-
cation. These wcwkers concentrated on teaching the black man
how to walk, talk, and act "correctly" in order to nake him

more acceptable to whites. Their aim was to transform the
negro, not to develoy him. 6

The curricula wed to teach the black man, did not take
him into account except to condemn or pity him.. In geography,

for exanple, the parts of the world inhabited by the caucasian

were treated in detail and nothing was taught about the parts
of the world inhabited by black people. In language studies

the negro was made to scoff at his own dialect. He should
have been directed to study the background of this language

as a transformed African tongue. In short, he should have

been led to vnder3tand his own linguistic historj, uhidh is

certainly more important for the black man than the study of

French phonetics or historical Spanish grammar.7

In literature, fine arts, and history the African con-
tribution was excluded. The philosophy in the rich African

proverbs and folklore of that continent were ignored. The

teaching of fine arts started with the study of Greece by show-

ing how that art was influenced from outside Greece. Educa-

tors omitted the African influence which an now

regards as significant and dominant in early Hellas, Alucators
failed to teach negroes of the Mediterranean melting pot with

the blacks from Africa bringing their wares and ideas to in-

fluence the history of Greece, Carthage and Rome. Men the

Greeks scarcely knew Italy and Sicily by name, black Africans

were celebrated in Greek verses by Greek poets. These Greek

poets called them the remotest nation," "the land where the

people with the sun burnt faces dwelt."8

ONNO0111.0.02r.ft=1.,....Fonewe .v.ears.r...a.eWWr,10e..SoNOwwwaramwOoIpMw.Mmum)

8
Ibid.

p. 32.

pp. 17-25.
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That black pcoples were the beginner:3 of civilization

along the GailGeo, the Euphrates and the Nile seems proven.

Early Babylon was founded by a Negroid race and early Egypt

was predominantly negro. These earliest of cultures were

crude and prinitive, but they represented the hieallest attain-

mnt of pankind after tens of thousands of years in unawaken-

ed savac;ery.9

The above item and nanymre were omitted from history

books. No thought was given to the history of Africa. The

black Ban was told that he had no past worth mentioning and all

the references to Africa (even to the present day) were nega-

tive fraa the elementary schools throughout the universities.

One muld never know that Africans first domesticated the

sheep, goat and cow, developed the idea of trial by jury and

produced the first stringed instruments.10

Adaptation of the Black Man to 10.3 Environment

In every facet of the black nan's life, the consequence

of his environment has manifested itself. Bernard contends

that the negro population formed two distinctive styles of

adaptation. She describes them as the acculturated and the

etPrnqlJv adapted. This does not mean that the externally

adapted are not also acculturated, for both sub-groups are,

but to different aspects and degrees of the larger culture.

This cleavage, in the negro population is not one of class,

for class differentiation in the negro society is usually

based on differences in income levels. Each of the groups

includes all income levels, therefore, the difference i3 not

based on income but on ethos, not on money but acceptance of

conventional standards of behavior that characterizes each

11
group.

IMMemiNftwewabile. 4..........1.0. /OroOhaM11OUIMINY10 /101M111W.

9DuBois, op.. cit., p. 103.

"Woodson, sm, ca.t. . 21.

1'I3 r_ Jessie, NArriare and Family Amon,r rep-roes,

pp. 27-34.
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Acculturated that the merabers of the accultur-

atc4 group have internalized to a greater degree the morals

and novas of the Fiddle-class white society. On the other

band, the externally adapted group have not taken over these

norms but have adapted themselves superfically.
12

In the acculturated class after emancipation, forcer

olaves who achieved faraily stability could aspire to accep-
,

tance by the free negroes as these slaves acquired land and

maintained a conventional family life. These were usually the

house slaves who had lived close to their master's family and

Observed its members at close range. They took on the values

of this world and even when these families ceased to have

contact with this world, the cultural roots survived. Some-

times these acculturated families sought to preserve their

tradition by withdrawing from the negro community, they lived

in complete isolation. They expressed contempt for other

negroes whoathey felt possessed neither morals nor manners,

In Louisiana, for example, after the Civil War the hostility

of the acculturated class was so great against the newly

emancipated blacks that they opposed giving them political

rights.
13

Psychiatrists call this sclf-hatred and they at

great significance to the self-hatred of negroes. Whether

psychiatrists are correct or not may be debated, but it may

be said with some conviction that acculturated negroes re-

ject the externally adapted negro. This happens simply be-

cause the acculturated identify with the white culture and

apply its standards to the behavior of the externally adapted.

Frazier, in J3 c1 Bourmoisie states, "zegro teachers refuse

identification with the negro masses and look upon teaching

primarily as a source of incoae. In many cases, they hold

for N&ry Wt ws.sw.bm.dasw.My.Iya...NMao..S..,40../...

12ibid.

13ibid.
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nothing but contempt for their necro pupils." Charles Johnson,

in 1933, studied the negro college graduate. Two-thirds of his

subjects stated that they had no connection with the social

organizations of the negro comunity or gave no reply to the

question. Jeanne Noble, in 1956, reported the same for negro

college women in The Negro Woman College Graduate."

The attitude of the externally adapted has been no more

cordial, many of them hate not only the white world 'out the

upper- -class acculturated negro world as well. The very thins

that nakes it possible for acculturated negrocs to interact

successfully with the white world- ---co: uon valuesmakes it

difficult for them to Gain acceptance in the externally adap-

ted world. The externally adapted regard negro spokesmen at

ease in the white world and able to enter into negotiations

with it as Uncle Toms who have identified with that world and

seceded from their world.
14

The :Black Family

The present status of the black family will be explain-

ed on the assumption that there are two cultures among negroes.

The nature and historical operation of the two cultures seems

to warrant the conclusion that the norms of monogamic marriage

would be more readily abandoned by those who made only an ex-

ternal adaptation to them than by those who had internalized

them.

Moynihan in 1965 reported that there is considerable

evidence that the net community is dividing between a stable

middle-class group that is steadily growing stronger and more

successful and a lower-class growing more disorganized. The

1
4Ibid.

111,
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negro family in the urban ghettos is crumbling while a middle-

class group has managed to save itself.15

Nearly a quarter of negro women living in cities who

have ever married are divorced, separated or are living apart

from their husbands. The rates are highest in the urban

Northeast where 26 percent of negro women ever married are

either divorced, separated or have their husbands absent. In

New York

percent,

City in 1960,

not including

the number of husbands absent was 30.2

divorces.
16

The number of illegitimate children per 1,000 live

births increased by 11 percent among whites in the period

1940-63, but by 68 percent among nonwhites. In the District

of Columbia, the illegitimacy rate for nonwhites grew froii

21.8 percent in 1900 to 29.5 percent in 1964.17

VI-0A is precisely the one thing that the negro family

head has not received over the past generation. .With the

exception of the few years during World War II and the Korean

War, unemployment has continued at disaster levels for 35

years

The 1930 census (taken during the spring, before the,

depression was in full swing) showed negro unemployment at

6.1 percent as against 6.6 for 'elutes. But taking out the

South the trend was reversed, white 7.4 percent, nonwhite

11.5 percent. By 1940 the two-to-one white-negro employment

relationship that persists to this day had clearly emerged.19

OM% mOemdepw.=01.r...arm 41wxMOOaarmowo,morovrAW

15Friedman, Leon, The Civil Bkht:1 Reader, D. 284-288
(citing, The Moynihan Re&rt--Tne Negro _Family: Tho Case for
National Action," pp. 6-10, by Daniel L!oynihan, Department
of Labor, Washington D.C., 1965.)

16ibid.
OfarOrseaNne.11

17ibid.

1
8ibid., pp. 294-295.IA g..1

19Ibid.

11.,......... 411WI. .1. ... Iyr 41. a. , . ma.
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The externally adapted family presents the greatest

challenge to the person who tries to understand ne:;ro life.

The following have all been considered as characteristic of

the externally adapted c3ass: "promiscuous" se.mal relation-

ships, "illegitinate" children, "deserting" husbands, and

fathers, and unmarried mothers. These characteristics are

frequently viewed in a gross manner as, simply, problen2 of

negroes. However if one will look more closely it rakes none

sense to think of them as solutions of the externally adapted

to problems that they face in the social, economic and politi-

cal spheres of life. For example in a study of externally

adapted families in Philadelphia the researcher concluded that

it is possible that in the negro lower class the one-parent

family may in reality be the most efficient and functional

family type
.20

One must therefore stress the fact that vi_rds like

"promisciuty," "illegitimacy," and "desertion" are not part

of the externally adapted class vocabulary and therefore it is

inaccurate to describe their behavior in this :ray. These words

have middleclass meanings and imply middle-class jvAgaments,

and it is precisely because of this that one ought not to use

them to describe externally adapted behavior.

Psychological Effects of the Environment
on (the Black Man

The biodemographic effects of the inimical environment

on negro nenhigh mortality, reduced life span, poor educa-

tion and high illness rateshave had obvious repercussions

on marriage and family life which are clearly evident in the

many homes broken, the large numbers of widowed =men and

orphaned children.
21

ilmsga.WO,..e..ftwine11....... ...MON.

20Bernard, ma. cit., p. 136.

21I1A441
p. 76.
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Inferiority has become an adaptive mechanism for sole

black men. They have learned to umlerplay their abilities,

they are afraid to take risks; and feel that they have no con-

trol over their own destiny. Igo tier found interaction between

race and social class on the perceived locus of control vari-

able. Lower-class negroes were significantly more externally

controlled than lower-class whites or middle-class negroes.
22

Iefcourt and Laclwig conducted another study which

dealt with differences between negro and white reformatory

Inmates in their expectancies that events are internally or

externally controlled. Sixty white and sixty negro inmates

from correctional institutions were compared on three scales

pertinent to the internal-external control dimension, and on

three performance variables from Rotter's Level of Aspirations

Board Task. On all measures, negroes revealed greater expec-

tancy of control being external to themselves.
23

Lefcaurt conducted another study on "Risk Taking in

Negro and White Adults." Contrary to previous findings in

skill--demanding tasks, negroes demonstrated more behavior

reflecting an internal control orientation than whites in the

gambling situation under study. Negroes chose lower proba-

bility bets, made fewer shifts of bets and generally took

less risks than whites. The perception of negroes that suc-

cess in conventional tasks are controlled by forces other

than their own efforts is apparently reversed in games of

chance. The inference follows that environmental changes in

the opportunity structure will contribute toward more of an

internal control orientation among negroes .24

amenwearea.. swoop frea........00M. Ay..........,*0~Np
22Rotten, Julian B., "Alienation in Negro and White

Reformatory Inmates," Psycholorl.lonogralps 80:1-28, 1966.

23Iefcourt, Herbert, and Ladwig, "Internal Versus

External Control," PsIr :choloploo3 Bulletin 65: 206-220, 1966.
gmwi,' Of .1!e:0

24Iefcourt, H., "Risk Taking in Negroes and White

Adults," Journal of Individual Psyekolorx 22: 185-195,

November, 1966.
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The inimical environfaent in which the black man must

move has perverted role

masculinity. Negro :uen
the role created by the

performance, and also damaged his

are still constrained by vestiges

slave owner a century ago.

of

James Baldwin has pointed out that the overriding

horror of the present systam is that it is teaching millions

of negro children to disrespect their parents and despise

them. A negro pNysician driving his family through city

traffic may be stopped by a policeman who will address hiu

contemptuously as "boy" in the presence of his children.

One study of negro male Iatients in a mental hospital noted

that the roots of the illness could be found in the family

structure in which they had been reared, complicated by the

growing boy's perception of his father as emasculated by the

surrounding white society.
25

Program Designed by the Congress of Racial Ecraality

What is being done to help the black man? The Congress

of Racial Equality has designed a program grounded in the con

cept of "Black Power." Black Power is not a new phenomenon;"

its seeds nay be traced further than 1619 including such

names as Benjamin 33aimeker, Nat Turxicr, Frederick Douglass,

Marcus Garvey, and W.E.B. DuBois. It is more than a slogan;

it is more of an attempt by a people to find definition and

liberation. It is a program of consciousness, a totality of

black consciousness grounded in black culture. Prom this

culture CORE has constructed progravnatic principles which

are the full embodiment of this doctrine.
26

This program consists of six specific areas, these are:

1. The growth of Black political power

2. The building of Black economic power

efae.
25Bernard,

26Barbour,

211. SAji. I p. 128.

Floyd, :_eine. 131:2,2 Revolt, pp. 171-175.
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3. The ihiprovenent of the self itialri.! of Black people
4. The deve1 1)3.1 rcl; of Black le aCte
5. The at tam:lent ol" federal 3.aw enforcement
6. The mobilization of Black eon:nil:ter power

Without doubt these ideals have passed beyond the state of
mere rh:Itorie. Programs have been initiated and relentlessly.

pursued. A few prograo.s are described."

? In Louisiana, CORE has developed a political movement

that was instrwilental in creating a series of voter regis-

tration organizations. The movement submitted nine candidates

for election, eight won seats on the school board in several
28

parishes in Louisiana.

In Baltimore, Maryland, a freedom school has been

established with thirty teachers and two hundred students

ranging in ages from eight to eighty. Negro history, art,

music and other aspects of black culture are presented in
order to make black people aware of their contributions to

the American heritage and to world civilization. This showed

l

black people as important to the development of western civi-

lization.
29

Extensive conferences and leadership progl'amz have

taken place in Virginia, Maryland, New York and California.

These programs bring together the potential indigenous leader-

ship of the black community. Indoctrination in the new philos-

ophy, training in leadership techniques, and the develop:lent

of verbal skills are aspects of this program. As part of this

program COR has revitalized its youth program. The purpose

of the Student Congress of Racial Equality (SCORE) is to get

Black youth who have been wandering through the streets to

get more than jobs, to develop black leadership to lead the

country. CORE has offered a two-day conference and classes

a.mare........EnrommO.obroo.......0.1.-0

28
lbid.

29Ibid.
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in African-American and African Culture. The speakers were

Livingston Wingate, Osie Davis and James Pariner.30

CORE is also initiating prognuas to bring the contem

porary African-American and African closer together. 'Floyd

McKissick made a two-week visit to Zambia and Tanzania pled-

ging that CORE would work to bring about closer ties. Along

these lines, CORE pledged to pronoto the study of Swahili in

public schools.31

These programs and similar projects together consti-

tute some of the activities of CORE in constructing a pro-

gram for black Americans. The question may be asked as to

whether such all-black programs would only lead to more

identity and self--esteem problems since such groups would

always exist within the dominant white culture, There are

chances for such negative effects to develop but if negroes

are truly emals in the larger society, a black.subculture

could exist much in the same way that America has sub-

cultures of other national and racial groups such as the

Jews, Irish, Chinese and Polish.
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CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL PARALLELS

Educational Parallels

About the middle of the last century, a typically

Danish institution came into being, the Polk High School,

and it has been important ever since in the work of national

adult education in Dormarko The aim of the Folk High School

is to impart to Danish young people a "rule of life" which

gives them a more profound understanding and enables them to

lead a spiritual and active life in the future and among

their fellow citizens.1

N. F. S. Grundtvig is regarded as the founder of the

Folk High Schools; it would be highly incomplete to discuss

these high schools without mention of him. He was born in

1783, the son of an orthodox Lutheran clergyman. His mother

taught him to love the old hymns and tales of Danish folk-

lore and national tradition. In later life, Grundtvig

noticed that the Danes were slowly rejecting their culture

and heritage and taking on the ways of their German invaders,

In the years 1807-14, he came to realize that only through

love of the glory of the Danish forefathers would Denmark be

able to regain its former strength. On this conviction he

based his idea of a new national education which materialized

in the Polk High School .2

According to Grundtvig's conception, the invisible Word

was the deepest characteristic for what is huwan, and the

Word means the mother tongue. In this new school which he

visualized, the mother tongue was to play a decisive role,

WeInIII~1.01..01.4 0.0.0IOWYWNIOOb.00 w... air 4.11WMI
1Boje, Andreas, Borup, Ernst J., and Rutzebeck, Holger,

Education in Demnark, p. 69.

2
Ibid.
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The people's experience r; of a tousand year was expressed in

the mother tonipc and through it the word of God would find

its way to the people because there is in the mther tongue

an echo of God's word. 3

Love of the mother tongue and native land was inextri

cably linked together with the coherence existing between

things human, which is the secret of Grundtvig's life work.

His school was to rise from the life of the people. He

clearly realized fro: the beginning that if democracy was to

work, young people from all sections of the conmunity must

become concerned with the affairs of the nations as a whole,

and experience fellowship that would extend beyond political

opinions and parties.4

The first Danish Folk High School was erected in 1844,

in the village of-Rodding, Northern Slesivg, near the border

of Northern Jutland. The high school at Rodding was destined

to play an -Important part in the struggle to keep alive the

Danish language in the Duchy of Slesvig.5

Christen Fold is the man responsible for carrying on

or putting into practical application Grundtvig's great idea

on a more permanent basis. He bought a few acres of land in

Rysli nge, demol ished the dilapMated building and erected a

frame house with thatched roof. The first year was very hard,

he had only about 25 students who paid about twelve shillings

a month. For breakfast there was ollebrod, which consisted

of beer, water and black bread; boiled together without any

kind of sweetening. There was a daily "feast of good words"

which, according to Kold, made the young men forget all about

food; and even in bed they continued to discuss spiritual and

intellectual problems under the guidance of their teachers/.1........ *..
hund, Ragnar, Scandinavian Adult Education, p. 17.

4Ibid.

5ibid., p. 21.
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until sleep overcame them. The aim of the high school was to

approach the soul of the pupils through the "living word,"

thus awakening a life which would lever stop growing.
6

Kold's students paid very small fees, therefore it was

necessary for him to seek outside assistance. From 1856 he

received an annual grant from the state , The state paid a

million crowns yearly for the support of the schools without

encroaching upon the school's inner freedom.?

To Koid it was important that people should live plain

and simple lives. He taught the young people that there vas

nobility in any type of work. The democracy of Kold's schools

sought to unite plain customs and a simple, frugal life with

a genuine culture of the mind and heart.
8

After DeDmark's defeat in the war of 1864, the people

pulled themselves together determined to rise again by work

with their motto "we must win inwardly all that w.z have lost

ouwardly." New leaders arose to meet the demands of the

tine. Everything seemed to depend upon educating a new

generation. In the ]olk High Schools, the new leaders, as

Kold before then, wished to awaken their pupils; they also

realized that they must lay greater stress on specific in-

struction than Ko ld bad done,9

These new leaders of the Folk High Schools belonged

to Grundtvig's closest circ3e of disciples. They introduced

more of his ideas into the schools. The best known of these

men were Schroder, Nutzhorn, Baago, Worregard and Trier.
1110

6Begtrup, Holger, Lund, Hans, and Manniche, Potter,

The Folk High Schools of Denmark and the Develop pert of a

112.rr_.2Lla gennT_nii;A, pp.-102-03.

7roid.

8Ibid.

9Ibid,, p, 110,
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Schroder was the ;71.o3t proiiinent of these re-a leaders, for he

under-xtoed Gyundtvig's teachings better than the others,
10

Schroder, like his vaster Grurdtvig, preferred all his

teachings to be historical, for he re girded history as the

experience of the

significance than

human race, and it therefore had greater

any philosophical system. He felt that a

philosophical sz,rstem leaves olle branded with the ideas of

another zan, while history leaves one free to be independent

in jud.zement.11

Influenced by Schroder's ideas as to the place of his-

tory in high schools, rats. La pour presented mathematics and

physics fran the standpoint of historical development, which.

was a new departure. He spoke to his students of huir bril-

liant ren through the ages had penetrated into the laws of

number and nature. He succeeded in awaking an interest in

these subjects even aaong those pupils to whoa sysematised

mathematics had been unintelligible. He gave his pupils a

good idea of the conquests of the spirit of man in the

natural world, he revealed the close connection that mathe-

matics and physics had with other subjects. His greatest

contribution was to the fact that christian faith ald scien-

tific insight may be united. His teachings preserved nany

students frost the conflicting doubts which tortured many

young people at the end of the nineteenth century.
12

The influence of the Folk High Schools was seen in

other spheres. Graduates of these schools were active in

the political and economic life of the people. Many of than

became members of Parliament and were chosen as the leaders

in local goverment and in the cooperative associations.

, pp. 111-112.

p. 123.
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Thn Polk HiPh f3chools exerted a crcat influence on the practi-

cal life of the people, ef;pecially in the rural population.

These people did not yield to the temptation to convert the

instruction into technical training.13

The schools continued to aim for the disseiniation of

a general culture which should develop the life of each human

soul and promote the spiritual fellowship of the whole person.

Although business began to be a threat, as evident in the

growth of the co-operative associations, the schools still
managed to maintain their idealistic view of life throughout

the changing times.14

The folk schools of the twentieth century have increased

in number along with increase in attendance. Instruction is

more varied; however, it cannot be denied that there are signs

of a lowering of inner vitality. The aims are the same but

the mean s have become modified with the changing times. In-

formal lectures and songs are still the zain mthods; in

addition stress is now laid upon the pupils' personal work

with book and pen and effort is made to promote discussions

about the lecture .15

Modern "naturaliam" has exerted an influence on the

presentation of historical subjects. Foraer, high school

teachers gave a romantic interpretation, regarding it as a

connected story of the life of rAankind. The emphasis was on

the antiquity of pan and they typically never passed beyond

the discovery of America. The younger high school teachers

have tried to lay as true and vivid a picture as possible

of modern times. While not laying stress on God in histori-

cal evolution, they endeavor to maintain a spiritual view of

13Ibid.

14ibid.

15Ibid.

P. 125.

p. 128.

....11.1111101141.111
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existence and portray some o± the great men who gave their

lives in the service of God and their fellow man. They look

for exaunles with which to elucidate the inner life in the

great literary works of thc last century. Increasing emphasis

is placed on sociology and the historical development of

society.
16

As a rule three lectures daily covering history, litera-

ture, geography, sociology, and natural science are given to

the whole school. This study-in-common sometimes includes

discussions of the lecture or subjects which constitute the

principle work of the school day. Before and after each lec-

ture the pupils sing songs which in some way have a bearing

on the lecture.
17

A Typical Day in a Folk School

Song
lecture

(Using the historical method of Grundtvig)

Song
Gymnastics

(Gym frequently forms a subject of debate, whether it
should he used as preparatory training for army, simply

a part of free ordinary education, or apart from state

institutions.)
Questions and Conversation Hour

(This hour is usually used answering Questions raised

by the lectures. The discussion develops freely; the
conve:osation may also be drawn from some item the
teacher read in the paper or some subject of interest

to the students. The teacher merely sees that the
discussion does not wander far from the topic.)

Meal Tine and ?id-day Break
.
Arithmetic or Drawing or Danish Composition
Sociology or Natural Hist2ry or Physiology
Ten-thirty -- Lights Outlo

The Danish Polk Schools are all private and owned as a

rule by the principal. All the students, except those who live

16
Ibid., p. 129.

17Ibid. 9 p. 135.

18Ibid., pp. 140-145.
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near, livc. at school. The students are usually from all parts

of the country for they want to :ice other districts while

attending school .19

The schools are free in their curriculum. The state

supports the high school in two ways; it gives a direct subsidy

to each school graded in proportion to the salaries of the

teachers, building expenses, and it gives scholarships to

pupils regardless

to attend.2°

The Folk ugh School people maintain that it is not

their aim to develop "book worms" or teachers, they want their

pupils to return to the farm, craft or trade and do their work

with undaunted spirit and brighter intelligence. In this way

the Folk Kigh Schools will truly be "schools for life."21

An American invention, similiar to the Danish Folk

Schools, is called Opportunities Industrialization Center in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Although the adult education sec-

tion of the program is geared toward adult basic education

(called Pro; -- Vocational School) it manages to encourage the

masses to believe in thoriselves, and makes education a reality

of life.

The functions of the school include recruitment, intake

counseling, pre-vocational instruction, vocational counseling,

occupational training, job placement, job development, follow-

and supportive services. The basic literacy instruction

begins in the homes of the people conducted in living rooms,

dining rooms, and on the porches of the learners. This system

begins with Adult Armchair Education followed by the Pre-

vocational Program of the Feeder school, and finally vocation-

al training in the trades, technical, and business occupa-

tions. These courses include instruction in eammari:icwtim.

of where they live and what school they plan

GIONEADIN.4110. EMPar.../.00 .+0 ../.74ONAMM.......6..4"...15"......A.M..q.0110=1.arm..0a.~

19ibid.
20Ibido

21Thid.

p. 134.

p. 134. 1.

t p. 136.
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skill, jeb-finding tecAinilucs, grow:Inc, hygiene, consumer

education, Eng3ish as a foreign lancxage, civil service pre-

paration, and occupational instruction in thirty-four other

areas, ranging from electronics, computer operation, IBM key

punch, and sheet metal work to power sewing rnchine o;eration,

the building trades.22

This pre-vocational program also teaches minority his-

tory, centered toward teaching black men and women about their

roots. They are taught to appreciate the contribution black

people have made to American life, the cultural development of

the world, to appreciate America and realize that America is

still a great nation which needs to be built up and not torn

down. People are taught that as they are, they are beautiful

and that they need not be white to be smart. They are taught

to respect themselves, that genius is color blind, They are

taught how to sit, walk, and talk and be proud of themselves,

for the greatest key to motivation is self-respect. 23

The philosophy behind this program is that while people

are learning a skill they need a psychological uplift. They

need to experience success early and often, and a commitment

for continued learning has to be carefully developed and

nurtured. Reading, writing, speaking, attitude change, and

basic undex.standing of one's environment can be improved when

used as vehicles through which personal goals may be obtained.

Although this pre-vocational school is only a small part of a

large whole, it is one of a very few organizations that recog-

nizes the need for giving the black nasses a psychological

uplift. Until more organizations realize this need, all the

22-.Aaller, F. E., "There is a reed For Militancy in
Adult Basic Education," Adult Leader kin 17:68-70, June, 1968.

23Ibid.

24
Ibid.

24
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vocational skills and training in the world will make little

difference in the lives of black people.

Parallels of Immigrant Groups

All of the iunigrant groups, beginning with the puri-

tan pioneers, never turned their backs completely on the

world they left behind. When the Italians first .came to

America they were not accept;ed into the larger society. They

wound up in clusters, forming the Italian community called

"littlO Italy." They were isolated from the larger community

by differences in background and language, their late arrival

on the scene, and their laa economic positions.25

Native groups interested in helping Italians were con-

vinced that Italians must be encouraged to put aside their

old ways and become Paericanized. Gradually it was realized

that this was an attempt at Americanization in its narrowest

sense. In one breath they spoke of American democracy as

the freedom to think and live as one chooses; yet in the next

breath they called for the extinction of the Italian noncon-

forming ways.
26

To preserve Italian ways, it took not only a greater

tolerance on the part of native Americans, but a greater aware-

ness by the Italians that there was nothing either disloyal or

shameful about retaining an interest in things Italian. In

time, the Italian community led a successful campaign to have

courses in the Italian language introduced into the public

schools on a par with other languages, both as an identifica-

tion with the Italian heritage and as a tool to study Italian

literature and the Italian past. As a result many Italian

ways and institutions were transplanted here.27

149.

11
25Pizani, Lawrence F., The Italian In America, pp. 124-

26Ibid.

27Ibid.
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America was therefore not a graveyard where the Italian

heritage was buried, but fertile soil, where this heritage

could grow in a new clime, changing as the new environment

called for changes.
28

The first Irish to come to America were crowded into

city tenements and slums. Though they lacked education and

technical skill they were not afraid to use their strong bodies

in hard work which others shunned. These Irish cherished the

songs and the dances of their native land; Irish immigration

alone produced its own literature. Whenever Irishmen met,

they would sing the old songs and bequeath to their children

the folklore of their island home.
29

As the Irish became more Americanized they deeply re-

sented the caricatures of their people which they saw on the

stages. As early as 1850, Irishmen were complaining that

their people were represented on the stage with "gorilla-

shaped faces, dirty clothes, and boorish manners. 30

By 1900 the Irish were ready to attack the problem in

earnest. One of the special projects of the Ancient Order

to Hibernians was to rid the United States of the "infamous-

stage Irishmen." The Hibernians threatened to boycott theater

managers and booking agencies.. In 1904 the campaign was a

success.. This movement then directed its attention to maga-

zines, newspapers and other aspects of the society.

Gradually the Irish stereotype virtually disappeared

from the American scene and Irish immigration ceased to be a

topic of interest or concern. Americans no longer think of

Irish when they speak of the foreign born. The majority have

28
Ibid.

29ittke,

30
I bid.

Carl, The Irish in America, pp. 241-263.
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attained middle - -class respectability, and Irish culture in the

United States has developcd a real zee e of belonging to the

American scene.31

Unlike the previously mentioned groups who have com-

pletely merged into the American life, the Jews are still in a

transitory stage. Their problems are of a different nature.

A Jewish thread runs through the entire history of

America, but like the word "negro" Jevz is barely mentioned

in the history books. Colwiibus, for example, was aided by

Marranas, converted Jews who were high in the Spanish court.

The first Jewish community in the United States was establish-

ed at New Amsterdam soon to be renamed New York, and the

American Revolution was dear to the hearts of Jews.
32

The number of organized Jewish communities were small

but there were individual Jews in almost every colony. As

Jewish immigration increased, Jews found freedom from economic

interference and political disabilities. The Jews responded

to this treatilent with enthusiasms They quickly identified

themselves with their new homeland and took on the responsi-

bilities of citizens.33

It has been noted here that the Jews found friendliness

in this country which enabled them to become integrated with

the life of the country. In general this is rue, but anti-

Semitism cannot be ignored and it did exist then and even

today. Anti-Semitism is basic to any aralysis of Jews and the

larger American society. So pervasive has been the influence

of anti-Jewish prejudice, that even "internal" Jewish life,

i.e., Jewish institutions and conceptions, have been seriously

affected. 34 *
31Ibid,

32Janonsky, Oscar I.

33Ibi1., p. 2526.

34Ibid., pp. 183205.

The American Jew
....1111019111. pp 251-261.
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Jewish people, by and large, have adjuoted themselves

to the society of America, despite Anti-Semetism, yet they

have remained an identifiable group. Jews have largely main-

tained their religious identity, they are heirs to a distinct

culture tradition. They have also maintained a definite pat-,

tern of Jewish life. Jewish institutions and the concepts

which render them meaningful are an integral part of American

life. Jewish life is an inscperable ingredient in the totality

of America. 35

In conclusion, it has been pointed out how educational

programs are used by other groups seeking "self definition."

The previous programs discussed were based on the needs and

interests of the participants with the aim of developing en-

lightened citizenship. Alone with these educational programs,

a brief account of three immigrant groups -- the Irish, the

Italians, and the Jews -- revealed how these groups managed to

exist side by side with the larger American culture. None

of these groups of immigrants ever turned their backs cm-
.

pletely on the world they had left behind. Of course, the

negro came to America under entirely different circumstances,

but this strengthens rather than weakens the fact that of all

those foreign born, the black man needed to hold on to his

past even more.
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CHAPTER IV

AIOIT EDUCATION PHILOSOPHY

In cur constantly changing world, lifelong learning

has become a necessity which presents a continuous stream of-

problems that must be solved if this culture is to er.dure.

A civilization that ceases to respond to im;s time dies. When

major changes occur in the physical or cultural environment,

man must adjust to them. Literally, he must learn or perish.

Therefore it is no accident that for centuries discussions

and theories concerning a philosophy for man to live by have

lowed uppermost to scholars. From the outset they are obli-

ged to answer the question, "What is man?"

To talk about man, we must have some i0. ea of what man

is. If men are brutes like other anials, then there is no

reason why they should not be treated as brutes. A sound

understanding of human nature, however, suggests that men are

rational, moral, and spiritual beings and the improvement of

men means the fullest development of their rational, moral

and spiritual powers with which all men are endowed.1

Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), viewed roan in a state of

nature and his life as solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and

short. He said that without civil society strife ensues from

human desire, distrust and ambition and leads to a state of

war in which there is no property and no justice. But men,

through fear of death and desiTe for a long and pleasant life,

may join forces by making contracts with one another. A sov-

ereign power would be established to make it more painful to

violate contracts than to live by them; and it is only then

that man's basic nature is controlled.
2

1.rNO.IW.W.YayWmft...m.m~,
'Rich, John Martin, Readings the Philosophz of

Education, p, 13.re .

2Ibid., p. 44.
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According to John Locke (1632-1704), men have the rights

of life, liberl;y, and wroperty; government is instituted by

men to protect these rights. In a state of nature, men ought

to live according to reason and God's coipmands, and each nan

is the judge of his um actions. Each person who enters into

society does so by his own consent and transfers his power to

the coanonwealth, which is obliGated to Use the power for the

ends detemined by the majority.3 Hobbes and Locke differ

about man's basic nature, and as a consequence, formulate

different philosophic ideas by which man should live.

Lindeman emphasizes man's intelligence, characterized

by *his ability or capacity for knowledge. He states:

...Intelligence is reasonable: seeks out the logic of

events; is objective:sees the factual reality which.

lies back of-aopearances; is critical: views isolated

facts and phenomena in relation to milieux: presses

facts to the level of relation to other relevant facts;

is tentative: arrives at conclusions which are easily

riAiEFX:::tr

All of these functions are pathways leading to the totality

of the individual, which Lindeman calls an intelliGent per-

sonality that consists of uniqueness, individuality and dif-

ference. With the formation of this intelligent personality

is the realization of power, self-expression, freedom, cre-

ativity and appreciation.5

What shapes this intelligent personality, and where

does it obtain its direction? Which of the many courses of

behavior within an individllal's physical and mental capaci-

ties he characteristically takes is deternined in part by the

culture in which he lives or in which he has been socialized.

W..MINA / .

Pa 8.

3Ibid., p. 56.

.4,....+4....1...

4Lindeman, Eduard C. The Meaninp of Adult Education

4
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The chaa'aetcristics of the human aniaal that make culture

possible are ...he ability to learn (or the capacity for know

leke), to co.,:nunicate by a system of learned symbols, and to

transmit learned behavior from Generation to generation.6

The heart of a culture is its values or the rules by

which people order their social existence. These rules when

built into the personalities of the individuals -comprising

the society, create the personality type peculiar to the cul

ture. Hence, a culture consists of those basic values that

give meaning to the purposes, plans, and activities of the

total individual.

When a person has surrendered much of his physiological

autonomy to cultural control, when he behaves mst of the time

as others do in the culture, he is then socialized. This does

not imply that the personality characteristics of the menbers

of any group are identical. Even among those who approximate

one of the typical personality structures there is great

range of variation. Theoretically, this is to be expected be

cause each individual's genetic constitution is unique. Fur

themore, no two individuals of the same age, sex, and social

position in the same subculture have iacntical life experiences.

The culture itself is interpreted to the child by the father

and mther. Yet, front experience, we know that members of the

sane culture will tend to handle problems of biological grati.

fication, of adjustment to the physical envircrdnent and of ad

justment to other persons in ways that have much in common.7

Situational factors and cultural patterns are jointly

responsible for the fact that each culture has its pet mental

disturbances. flalayans "xlin amok," and peoples of Southeast

Asia fancy themselves possessed by "weretigers." Groups

=1111101111
6Klueaohns Clyde,

7Ibid., p. 176.
MD AMA

Mirror For Tam, p. 175.



within a culture show varying rates of incidence. In the

11CI Cy/Use-Ilia is more frequent among lower

33

classes; manic-depw;ssve psychosis is an upper-elass ailment.

The middlc-class sulfers from psychosomatic disturbances such

as ulcer3 related to conforl4ity and repressed aggression.8

The above does not imply an absolute, culture-bound

view of huh in nature, for this type of view bollds no concep-

tion of what future developments may be a-ild actively stands in

the way of those efforts that can be rationally made to has-

ten a realization of possible levels of personal and social

interpretation. While it is true that habits and customs

among people die hard, nevertheless, as men struggle to ad-

just thaaselves to the new demands of life, slowly, but

surely a new social order and new personaliV trends will

develop in he proness.9

The relationship between culture and an causes each

to change. In cbanging, they reorder the social order, how.

ever unintentionally, however slightly and imperceptibly.

This change must be guided by intelligent personalities com-

mitted -o life-long learning in order to avoid destruction.

The American society is called a free or democratic

society. The word "democracy" is confv:ing and means many

different things to many different people; to the rich man it

may be his "heaven on earth," to the middle-class scan it may

be a "way of liZe," to the poor wan it may be "hell." But

generally when one zpcoks of democracy, people immediately

associate such words as freedom, liberty, justice, equality

and self-governaent.

Democracy rests on the social nature of man. It re-

quires copumnication among its members. They do not have to

J.1
butwi to one another; buu uhey muss, be able to understand

rraeo WO N.I00 mw. Y ..M.!.1.1.0MMI
8Ibid., p. 174.
9ibid., p. 195.
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021C another. Lan's philosophy must supply him ..vith a common

purpose and a conlon concept of :"sal and society adeqw-Ite to

hold une connuniuy uo:;esztel. The good society is not just a

society we ha-open to Like or be accustomed to, instead, it is

that societv in which all nen rule and are ruled in turn for

the good of the whole so,Acty.
10

In reality, the implicit American cried seems to em-

brace the following recurrent elements; faith in the rational,

an optimistic conviction that rational effort counts, "roman-

tic" individualism and the cult of the common man, high

valuation of chan3e--which is ordinarily taken to mean pro-

gress and the conscious quest for pleasure.
11

Individualism in this society has agrarian roots and

may be associated with Jefferson. It is characterized by

distrust of strong central government, dislike of being told.

"what to do." The social roles most jibed at in the comic

strips are those that interfere with the rights of others.
12

American individualism centers upon the dramatization

of the individual, reflected in the tendency to personalized

achievement. Americans prefer to attack men rather than

issues. The less the opportunity, the greater the merit of

success--"you can't keep a good man down." Conversely, fail-

ure is a confession of weakness, the idealization of the

"touch guy and the red-blooded American." The fear of being

a sucker derives from the Puritan ethic and the American

pioneer era.
13

=1NNwONINNI....ANNINIIINN.NNNNONsba-N.ENNalmaiNIrwrNN

1°11.1. eh, 01. f p. 18,

11Kluckhohn, op. cit., p. 199.

12.1bid., p. 201.

13Ibid.
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The AnPrican scene is also characterized by the worship

of success which has perh-l.ps GoLe further in this culture than

in any other. The phrase of G. Lowes Dickinson "contamDtuous

of ideas but amorous of devices" rer:ain3 correct as a charac-

terization of all save a tiny minority of Americans. Equally

disquieting is the fact that money comes clo:;er with Americans

than with any

value.

other people

_Leans

to b.Ang the universal standard of

worship "bignecs."
14

Contrary to what is thought desirable, a class struc-

ture docs exist in America. Lloyd Warner outlined six class

systems. Consequently, the facts indicate that rapid rise

through sheer ability and industry is much more difficult than

it was a generation ago. *1 Us:. Ai Lt.:, is harder to achieve by one's

own initiative and easier to acquire through family connec-

tions. The class. problem has also manifested itself in edu-

cation. Teachers, usually of niddle-class background, discrimi-

nate against lower-class children; children sense that they

are being punished for following the cultural patterns of their

parents ,15

Society cannot be improved by forcing a -1?rogram of .

social reform; it can only be improved by the improve=ent of

the individuals who compose it. "Goverments reflect human

nature," according to Plato, "states are made cut of the char-

acter of their citizens, these turn the scale and draw every-

thing after them."

Our society is in constant transition and we must be

taught how to function to our full potential. We nust learn

discipline and responsibility but we also need freedom.

Freedom gives us an opportunity to realize our potential and

discover our personalities.

14Ibid. V1-) 202-206.
-

15Ibid., p. 216.

wow** ...........



Adults in a free society must know rhat freedom is,

how it works awl its use to thera in the maturation process.

We tend to think of freedo2 as an absolute; and in this way

we have misconceived the reaninf,- of freedom. Lindenan said

that our error can be traced in three directions:

dom as abserce of control; (b) freedom associated

(a) free-

with the
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theological doctrine of free will; (c) false separations of

inseparable unities--individual versus society, citizen ver-

sus state, will versus instinct. He said that we have al-

ways tried to be free from something which is impossible

except in a superficial sense. We cannot be separate be-

cause we are a part of the world which is in keeping with the

nature of things. Only those individuals are free who know

their limitations, capabilities and their powers, i.e. only

those who know themselves. We live in freedom only when we

give proper direction to our intelli.gence.16

Goals in Adult Education

The goals of adult education have been stated and re-

stated from tim immemorial. The all-inclusive purpose of

adult education is to assist in the continuous growth and de-

velopment of every individual--the fulfillment of his maximum

potentiality in directions deemd desirable by society.

While the doctrine of the infinite in of man may

have limitations, especially when applied to narrow skills,

it has general acceptance) in our culture. Therefore, goals in

adult education are not fixed goals which are finally attain-

able, but directions in which to move.

Considering the constitution of this society, and the

"ideals" of democracy, the only acceptable goals in adult

education are those goals which help the individual to be-

16Lindeman, op. cit., pp. 27-33.

01.

1
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come more functional:

1. To devel op thf.; 3:nowledge and understanding that
'lakes ror citizenship, i.e. striving
to develop in individuals ideals of freedom, toler-
ance, opennindedness, critical attitudes and in-
tellectual sensitiveness based on ascertained facts
and knowledge.

2. To devOlop a spirit of inquiry and insight and
those emotional qualities which rake a sense of
responsibility and cooperation.

3. To help the learner achieve a degree of happiness
and meaning in his life by developing those quali-
ties of se? f-- expression, creativity and the ability
to appreciate; and if need be provide education
for survival, in literacy, vocational skills, and
health ifteasures.

4. To develop an understanding and appreciation of
this pluralistic culture.11

Programs which address themselves to such goals are

laying the foundation for developing free and responsible nen

by increasing their powers of understanding and judgement.

One does not have time to offer such excuses as "they are too

old to learn," or "there just isn't enough time." All men

are capable of learning, and learning continues as long as man

lives. A program which springs from such a structure will not

adapt men to an undesirable environment, but will encourage

them to make it better.

17Bergevin, Paul, A Philosolohz For Adult Educa tion,

pp. 30-38.
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PROGRAT.ZaTIC FOMEOATION

The adult lear;;er should have something to say about

the forces shaping his life. He should be involved because

involved people are better learners. Therefore; adult educa-

tion programs imast be based on the needs and interests of the

learners.

Success of a program for black adults will depend on

the skill and knowledge of the adult educator. It will de-

pend on the educator's insight into the needs and interests

of the participating learners. Considerable frustration and

failure can be avoided if careful planning and organization

has gone into program planning.

The principles and philosophy of adult education can

be combined with the principles of the "Black Power" program

designed by the Congress of Racial Equality. The philosophy

of adult education can be used as a bridge between the black

masses and the larger American society, however not as a

preparation of black people for acceptance by whites. It is

used to develop security, pride, and respect for "blackness"

in order to add to the American culture a new dimension of

uniqueness that Americans have never known before.

CORE has established a "Freedom School" in Baltimore,

Maryland. The freedom school will be used, in some instances,

as a specific reference to help elucidate certain points. The

school is under the direction of Antoine Perot, a CORE Field

Secretary. In the school, black culture is taught with the

aim of making black people aware of their contributions to

the American heritage and world civilization. Specific goals,

suggested procedural steps, and teacher preparation and be-

havior will be discussed.
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Goals

Goals are vital; they indicate direction and state

objectives to be atl;ained. Goals, stated succinctly and in

terms of desirable behavioral change, provide guidelines for

proc;ram development.

The goals of CORE 's program of "Black Power" and the

goals of adult education have been combined, listed and dis-

cussed below. Each goal is based on the needs of the learners

in relation to the larger society. The goals are to:

1. Acquire knowledge of the contributions of black
people to the American heritage and world civili-
zation while developing the knowledge and under-
standing which makes for enlightened citizenship.

2. Declare a black "declaration of independence," by
building a new self irx?tzp, an inward turn for self
discovery, self )aming, freedom, openmindedness,
critical attitudes, and intellectual sensitivity
based on ascertained knowledge of black culture.

3. Develop pride and self-respect in black Americans,
creating a spirit of in:luiry, insight, and a sense
of responsibility and cooperation.

4. Achieve a degree of happiness and meaning in life
by developing self-expression, creativity, and
the need for lifelong learning.

To provide, where needed, education for survival
in literacy, vocational skills, and health measures.

Acquire knowledge of ne....0. ma
C Ontri.bV. J. on........ .111.0.

0 I neo-ele

to the American heritnpe 2nd world civilization while deve1227
41 .MM.0.1 I Ow, ...gm On. . . ,.110

in.cr the knowledge and understanding W.hich nakes for enliLhIm-
MM..... .1. .4. .(e

ed eitize:ashi-p. Black people should be taught their past and

how to Blake it work for them. It is not enough to know the

contributions made by black people; the student should study

how these contributions relate to contem:oorlry problems and

conditions. Por example, black nedi.oal schools and black doc-

tors have only recently begun to give attention to the naiad-

ies of black people as they relate to the cultural survivals
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of black people. Along the saue line, black writers spend

much time on European literature (not that it should be neg .

lected) while one of the greatest dramas in history, the

American slave trade, goes almost unnoticed.
1

While black people are acquiring knowledge of their

past, this knowledge should also be directed toward enlighten-

ed citizenship as a lifelong responsibility. In this world

of rapid change, the constant study by an informed and con-

cerned black citizenry on problems of a civic nature i3 im

perative. Keeping well informed amid the constant, strong,

and conflicting reports of propaganda is no easy task, as

evidenced by many politicans seeking to "buy" black votes.

Black citizens will need help. They should know that en-

lightened citizenship is concomitant with citizen action.

For example, people should register, vote, and participate

in governmental and community organizations. Simoly knowing

the duties of citienship without action is useless.

Declare a black "declaration of indvendence," by

buildina a new self-imcwe an inward turn for self -- discovery
vaborm

selfamina freedom openmindedness, critical. so ....sr..
and

intellectual sensitivity based on ascertained knowledfse of

black culture. At the root of the problems corroding the

black community is the need for a new self-imagethe need

for defining a "black man," in other words, declaring a

"declaration of independence." As easy as this may sound, it

is a difficult task. In the process of defining, the black

man must throw off the psychological barrier:, of the past. He

must undergo psychological uplift. Psychological uplift is

important because the black man has been relegated to inferior

positions for so long that now he seeks them out as his

place. When a ran loses his mental freedom, he deteriorates

along with his family and his institutions.

....+M.wawaNaYWOwaela.VV. emom... 60MNI1.0.=4.01.1IM
1-Yoodsnn, Carter Godwin, The ris:Education of the lle#ro

pp. 175-178.



Very soon, there is nothing left in his environment that re-

flects his frecdoki and creativity.

In order to develop attitudes of openmindedness, criti-

cal at and intellectual sensitivity, black people oust

have freedom. The adult educator must realize that this free-

dom must come from within the black man and black community.

The task of the educator, in this case is to provide situations

to make a realization of this freedom a reality to the learner.

Acquiring knowledge of black culture is one avenue the educator

might use in accomplishing this goal.

Develo2 Li:Liit:: and self-respect in black Americal_creat-__
inp. a spirit of inouiry insi -rht, and a sense of responsibill'a

and cooperation. Pride and self-respect are concerns of every

individual. Sociologists call this idea of pride and self-

respect "self-esteem." Studies on negro men have shown that

the negro nale generally holds himself in low self-estem as

compared to whites. When a person holds himself in low self-

esteem, sociologists point out, the person does not function

effectively in his environment. Such a person is what Bergevin

calls a "marginal citizen." He must be helped to function to

his full potential in society. The first task is to raise his

"self-esteem" or pride and self-respect.

Because of the environment in which black people must

-function, the educator should expect to deal with some margi-

nal citizens. If the educator could change the environment,

his task would be simplified. However, the environment will

not change until the people in the environment change. The

first task of the educator is to decide how the environment

has hindered the functioning of the learner. In this case,

the point in question is the identity of the learner. As a

start, the educator must work to develop attitudes of self -

inquiry and community inquiry in the learner. When the

learner begins to question himself and his environment, he will

be moving in the direction of developing a sense of insight

along with a sense of responsibility and cooperation.
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All of the "psychological uplift" will mean

very little if the learner does not achieve some degree of

happiness fron his labors.

When the black man develops self-expression and crea-

tivity, he will be on the way toward achieving that "degree of

happiness." The materialistic aspects of the American culture

such as striving for success, and acquiring more things will

not be ends in themselves. The learner will feel that he is

in control of his life. When he gains this sense of control,

he will realize that in order to remain in control he will

need to learn for as long as he lives.

To ip-oyide, where needed y education for survival in
aft.+Imo /ft. a,

literacy, vocational skills, and health measuxes.
A om

How can
the black nan in this program learn to make a living? The

lower income class is usually the class in need of survival

education. The educator must maintain as much flexibility

as possible in survival education because of technological

changes and social changes such as migratory shifts which

sometimes change the status of a man overnight.

Although survival education will be concerned with

material things it must not stop with material things as

ends in themselves. The concern should be to develop the

foundation for the acquisition of greater ideals.

Some Suggested Procedural Steps

The adult educator should conduct a careful survey of

the nature of the Freedom School. He must consider the size

of the school, the learners, the community and administrative

policies. The educator studies the situation in order to dei--

cide if his services are needed, and if the aims of the

school are compatible with his own. In this case, one of

the aims of the adult educator is to aid black pen and women

oaly
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in develofing enljL;litened citizenshil). The school's ain is to

make oZ their contributions to the

heritage and culture. The educator, in this case, may easily

use the aims of the school as a vehicle to achieve enlichtened

citizenship.

Considering the potential learners, the educators

should remember tilat the black man has a long history of "dis-

appointed American democracy." He has beers a slave under

"democracy" and at the present time he is a second-class citi-

zen. In the light of these facts, the educator must plan more

than discussion groups, films, exhibits and occasional trips

to city hall. Democracy must become a reality. Por examae,

black people frequently ask, "What good is there in voting to

-cut, ...e right man in office when in reality none of the can-

didates rur-pirig for office represents my interest? The

black conmunity is still waiting for the promiced new streets,

better recreation facilities and more black policemen." lee
educator, in this case, must point out that citizenship does

not begin and cad tith voting. It involves active participat-

ion. He might state Dergevin's definition of a good citizen

in democracy which is:

...one who participates actively and constructively

in mny o the social institutions that m2ke up the

fabric of that society. He is aware of his responsi-

bilities, rights arid privileges and exercises tYlem.

He must also be what Aristotle would call a "good person"

in that he strives to attain a high standard of values,

which he makes felt in the instit;utions in which he

actively participates. This kind of good citizen, who

is also a good -oerison, does not blindly follow others

when such activity neans be principles that

would creatively release human kind.2

The adult educator should contact the director to en-

his cooperation. in this laceting, the educator should

explain, why he is interested in working in this school, dis-

dbmMIIIII.ahp..m.wlftmof.immOw

2Bergevin, Paul, A Phdlosvhv Tor

.11/1

Adult Education, p. 80
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cuss the finair-- of his :;urvev and -:)oint out the value of his

services and what he wot=id hope to acconplish. He should mnka

sure that the director understands and a-opraves of his find-

ings.

If the school decides that the services of the educator

are vital, the educator should plan another meeting. The di-

rector should be present along with potential learners. The

educator should be careful to include in this group of learners,

professional and nen-professional people, the acculturated

group and externally adapted group to use Bernard's classifi-

cation. The educator should have learned while conducting

his survey that these two groups have entirely difforent

of values. Any program planned that overlooks this fact will

run the risk of offending or excluding one group.

Bernard points out that in the externally adapted group

there is a great deal of creativity, as proven by the larger

society's efforts to imitate some of the speech patterns and

mannerisiuis of this class.
3 The educator might use this crea-

tivity of the externally adapted as one source of interest for

program planning.
rrine educator must be aware the eater ally adapted

group of learners will be more suspicious of him nee ;use he

is an educator. They will place him in the acculturated class.

The educator should remember that they are more suspicious be-

cause they are poor, they have been exploited, and they have

experiereed American daraocracy at the worst levels. At this

point the educator might think that it would facilitate natters

to divide the two groups because they are so different. I

if he is interested in bringing uniZ.-y and understanding among

black people, he must realize that these two groups of people

must work together in order to understand each other. Only

,....W11..P ........
3Bernard, Jessie, Yarrjaffe

P. 34.
acid Pal:lily Among rera-oes,
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out

ogle in mind the educator

must decide wh,:ther to lead the learners into preconceived

truths wad/or knowledge whether to point out

nature of truth andhr knowledge.

ling on the idea that the:;e learne

in order to define black identity.

provide knowledz.;e of black cut pure

the elusive

The Freedom School is opera

rs should know black culture

The educator's job is to

so that the learner nay de

fine an acceptable identity. The question is, should the

educator lead the learners to what he considers the identity

is or should he help and assist thaa in their quest?

The educator, according to Berge vin, should indicate

that trash is complex, evolving and difficult to come by and

the learner mast be free to pursue it with a lively concern.

"irath," he continues, "must not be handled from above as un

touchable."4 The wise educator will help, suggest and assist.

He will refrain froze stating definite ultimate goals. If

these black people are to define "black identity," they must

be free to choose their own way.

Teacher Preparation and Behavior

Concomitant with program planning is recruitment, se

lection and preparation of

eiapl oys

to recruit teachers. Therefore,

teachers. Since the freedou school

a staff of thirty teachers, the educator will not have

11 is free to concentrate on

teacher preparation.

Because the success of the teacher is vital, it would

seem a worthwhile consideration to conduct a workshop for

teacher preparat,on. Teacher preparation is essential be,. 1

cause, the methods, technic zees, and principles of adult edu

cation are unfamiliar to these teachers in the Freedom School.

1.104M. ..m g.ar .ft /...........
4Bergevin, p.
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ers should conbine theix collectiv3 techniques and primtitac-.

The teacher :; can attend daily workchoo sessions. These

sessions should deal with understatding the learners (Ii king

sure to discuss the nature of the two groups of learners invol-

ved in the proz:;rau), the conmunity, the Dhilosonhy ne

and techniques of adult education, and the aims al-d purooses

of vile program. These nree7angs should be conaucted by the

edvcator. Discussions, lectures, films and field trips would

burn integral part of the sessions.

The educator may have difficulty in getting his ideas

across to J0 'JAL. Leachers because so-Ine (die 1, having been there

longer, have their own set ideas about how the prosraa should

be conducted. The educator should proceed slowly, remembering

that he is working for be change which is a .;.aa and

painful process.
, , 4_

He must realize uirmi, these ueacilers are re-

quired to learn new modes of thinking and acting, and to give

up old habits and CUGtOM3, In short, they are required to be-

come learners again. Coneerning behavioral change, Bergevin

states:

...There are, to be sure,
psychological differences
These differences must be

certain physiological and
in the various adult groups.
known and dealt with in each

of the learning pro6ram:3 conducted. The adult educa-
tor must know the participants and study their needs,
capabilities and willingness to learn.... He must know
what a person seventy years old is like, how he learns,
why he behaves as he does, and he must proceed accord-
ingly...But all persons can learn if they are intelli-
gently and skillfully helped.5

Because there are so many illiterate adults in the prog-

ram, one problem the educator might encounter is "teacher

superiority." The educator must point out that, even though

op..a .=arNON.w....wm ....
5Berovin, op. cit.., p. 94.
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these ..%,(tik ., tryirg to lcarn what 13 generally taught to

childwn, , ,
uthey nu-.3 u be t."1"--1*

,
ana Pot, , cf).1.4.a.rell.

Unlike children, these le;-.-trners core to the learning situation

with experiences and ideas of their own. A wise teacher yid?).

always take this into consideration and use it as an asset

rather than liability. or example, the teacher at times

r-ty find it more advantageous to let sone remarl:s pass uncor-..

rected (especially the type of remarks that might be consi(?ar-

ed as cammon speech patterns) because the teacher is more con-

cerned with what is said rather than how it is said.

The educator has another crucial decision to make about

the teachers in the group who are not of the black race. While

it might be true that these teachers may prove to be better

teachers than the black teachers as far as content and tech-

niques are concerned, it is also true that they will have some

problems in grasping the concept of black culture. They will

have the added problem of having to demoristrate their honesty

and respect for these black learners. To be effective, these
1 .0-11teachers muz)g, somenow ta-ansforra Lae. elve, s, in other words,owe.. . ft

think "black." One of the fundamenv.d. ideas of the progran.

is that black people Bust undergo a psychological uplift.

Some black people feel inferior where white people are con-

cerned. Therefore, some of these learners night find the

task of defining "black identity" difficult to reach with a

white teacher. Perhaps an educator night find it expedient

to use only black teachers, because it is the task of black

people to build a nevi imge.
In as much as the teachers of the Freedom School are

being introduced to the -philosoohy technicues of adult

education, the adult educator 'flight find the following sug-

gestions helpful to point out to the teachers. They are:

The teacher wovides service. The illiterate adults

in the class might tend to slow the progress of the class,

as far covering the plarmed content of the meeting. The
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teacher njf-ht be tenlyued to try to speed this up in order to

C Over certain f.11.1011111:0 of 3:1f:4, _Lite teacher nust ramember

that the prooln is for une learners a:A, uhel.c:Jmrc. mne learn-A 1 .1. -f.

ors set 4 o Dace. The teacher's job is to provide the services

and resources that will provide meaningful experience for tom, lie

learnc-i*s. The teacher encourage the learners to take ad-

vantage Of the teacher's t,eivlee-43. Encouragement will be4. te

necessary because the illiterates in the program, especially,

are shy and se,,_Luive.

The teacher mu:t encourage everyone in the group to

express themrselves pointing out the worth of ever:i man's

ideas. The illiterates of the group must be encouraged to

becoine active participants. The illiterate must feel a sense

of accomplishaent in order to progress and it is the job of

the teacher to make this success possible. If the group, for

example, is studying black poetry, perhaps the illiterate

adult might be encouraged to create his own poetry rather

than study another poet's poem:3. Usually, these people hale

a long list of stories that has been handed down from gener

ation to generation. The teacher might expand this idea with

a collection of these tales or conduct a survey collecting

interesting and uniaue stories by black people handed down

from generation to generation.

The teacher respects 2.12'6 On 021V OA. the 30pLo_22.

's rare teach r, as a result, -yroup "'
nauu.Le b

of the preparatory Program, is already familiar with the

nature of the two classes of people in the group. Program

planning must consider this fact or run the risk of driving

sore of the mmbers away. If the teacher tries to make the

group over into what he considers is a desired image, chances

are his program will fail.

The teacher, along with the learners, must devise a

program that will irtclude the interests and reeds of both

groups. If the group decided to corlduct a program about im-

portant black people the teacher must make sure that the
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progran den haroco of the externallv aaali, titla an well as

the acculturated cla:y3, Connecuently, such people as lo.rie.n

Anderson and Ralph Bunch wo.ald appear on the s-=e proc-ram

along with i,ouis -"old-
10.1.

4- r- and Ray Charles.
-2 'es n

I. >
WOO 4/, 4.0. dab

a'. n
40 ON.. 4=

1.7.11:3 From) is. It is vital

-.5:-.7econceived icleas about what thr-

should know and where they should be in the lea 'ring process.
ABecause of Jhe nature of the Group, the teachers must expect

a vast ranGe in degrees of laccual knowledge on the n-J-t

the learner. r.%) avoid possible mistakes, delays, and am-

barrassments, the teacher will plan programs based on the

needs and interests of the learners using a denocratie Dlan-
ning method. The finished program should reflect the social

enviropment of both groups of learners, and the execution of

the pror:ram should be a cooperative effort. Democratic plan-

ning requires patience, energy, and endurance. However,

democratic planning will avoid making an outsider of some of

the learners.

The teacher stays in the back ;round. The teacher, it

must be pointed out, should be a discreet and candid helper.

Applause and praise should go to the organization and the

learners.

In conclusion, an adult educator seeking to design a

program using the aims of adult education and the aims of
CORE or a similiar organization, must proceed on the basis

Of the needs and interest of the potential learners. 771r. ron

these needs and interests, the goals of the program should

be drawn in order to give direction to the program.

A Program fornulated in the above nanner will build

enlightened nnn a:1d women ready to take their places in

society. Men and wonen who are secure in the knowledge that

intelligent personalities will function effectively in

society with lifelong learning.
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Summary

The purpose of this study was to design a pror-m-4.

Patic foundation for the Cont;ress of Racial Equality (CORE)

for education in "Black Identity." The adu3t educator may

play a unique role in the program. He may serve as a bridge

between the black community and the larger American society.

In order to proceed with the study, much related

literature pertinent to black people, and educational Prog-

rams with similiar aims were reviewed. In essence, the

literature revealed that the effects of life in the United

States for black people has taken its toll on the black man,

his family and his institutions. Black people cannot de-

pend on the education system for guidance because the, system

is inferior, and trains them to be white. Black people have

adapted to their environment in two ways-they have either

become acculturated or ex:;ernally adapted.

In the light of these facts, such organizations as

CORE began to realize that black people must tarn inward for

self-identitya I self-mm-11w and self-discovery -long theseI .A Z.. 1

lines, CORE designed aprogram of Black Identity rooted in

the concept of "Black Power." CORE designed six specific

prograt's areas, they are: political, economic, self-image,

leadership, federal law enforcement and consumer.

The idea-of a search for identity is not nevi to the

adult education movement. Grundtvig found it necessary to

establish such a progro2..: for the people of Denmark. The

Opporbunities Industrialization Center (OIC) in Philadelphia

established a similiar program. However, the emphasis at

ON is on adult education.
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designed as a foundaUon to guide adult educators establish-

ing procrano in Black Tdentity. The foundation sou-au to4_

encompass cal black people refJardless of inc=e or

on the assum:ption that all black people are denied an accept-

able self-identity because they are black. Goals were de-

signed based on the needs and interests of the learners.

It was suggested tL.at the educator make a careful

survey of the school, learners, and the community. After

the survey; the educator should contact the director of the

school to enlist his cooperation. In this meeting, the

educator should discuss why he is interested in the school,

the findings of his surveys and the value of his services

to the school. If the school accepts his services, the edu-

cator should plan another meeting. He should invite poten-

tial learners to attend raking sure that he has represen-

tatives from both the acculturated and externally adapted

classes.

Concerning teacher preparation and behavior, it was

pointed out that the educator might consider organizing a

workshop for teacher preparation. Because the practices,

techniques and principles of adult education would be un-

familiar to the teachers, it was suggested that the educator

might

teachers:

1.
2.

3.
4.

find it helpful to discuss the following points with

The
The
The
the

teacher
teacher
teacher
teacher

provides service
respects the autonomy of the group
starts where the group is
stays in the background

Recommendations

After considering the findings and,possible results

that nay arise on the basis of adequate or inadequate prog-

ramming, there is a great need for empirical research. Cer-

tain significant problems such as the recruitment of learners,

wt. ..0
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the role o: the -.hilt eCtueator, and the role of the edu.cat:or

in relation to a.minislx:Itive procedures should be studied
empirically. 1) co. qu.cf.;tion,-; should tilt educator become

involved :in administrz:i,ive procedures a:xi if so to what de-

gree, need to be answered.

Further :U; needed concerning the needs and inter-
ezlIts of the learners idehti:Cied in the investigation. The

role of wle accul imrated class in relation to the externally

adapted class should be studied. Specific procedures and

techniQues for the educator to use while getting and keeping

these two groups together night also be considered. The

role of the whites in the organization needs further study,

for example, should they be used throughout the entire pro-

gram or should their el:erf-ies be directed into certain areas

of the prograa only?

Final.Ly the financial aspects of the program must be

studied and also the role of the teacher needs further in.

vestigation. Until on-the-spot investigation3 can be nade,

the foundation designed earlier may be used as a guideline

indicating some of the factors to guard against and some to

experiment with.
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